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Argues  for  a fuller  contextual  appreciation  of  why  people  might  not  go  to green  spaces.
Demonstrates  the value  of qualitative  research  on  this  topic  through  a  study  of  city  workers.
Considers  how  the  study  was  received  and  what  future  researchers  might  take  from  this.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

That  urban  green  space  can  provide  opportunities  for  psychological  restoration  which  could  prove  valu-
able in  promoting  public  health  now  seems  relatively  well  established.  What  is  less  clear  is whether
many  of  us will  continue  to avail  ourselves  of  these  opportunities.  Perhaps  the  question  to pose is less
eywords:
rban green space
ualitative methods
ransactional approach
ublic health

one  of  whether  green  space  experience  can  be  good  for people  and  more  one  of  how  best  to  tempt  them
there.  This  essay  draws  on  a serial  interview  study  with  a sample  of  city  professionals  who  ventured
relatively  infrequently  into  the  various  parks  and  gardens  scattered  around  their  offices.  The  aim  is  to
stage  a broader  discussion  about  ways of researching  those  who  seem  happy  to go without  green  space
experience  and  the role  of qualitative  methods  in questioning  the  most  effective  means  of  engaging  with
them.
. Introduction

This essay considers the merits of a qualitative approach to
uestioning people about how their everyday sensibilities may  be
tructured in ways that serve to dissuade them from spending time
utside in green space. Though even short periods in the company
f plants and trees often appear to provide some form of psycholog-
cal restoration, many of us now find ourselves forgoing even these.

y own sense is that more time in the landscaped square across
he road from my  office could be quite good for me.  Yet I often for-
et about going there because I have somehow become otherwise
reoccupied. Many others probably share comparable preoccupa-
ions and they therefore warrant attention. The recommendations
hat come from studying them could be especially worth heeding
n order to ensure that city green spaces continue to play their part
n fostering public health.

This, at least, was a cornerstone argument of a serial interview
tudy I conducted with a sample of city professionals who  often
Please cite this article in press as: Hitchings, R. Studying the preoccupation
Plan.  (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006

ound themselves in exactly this position. The objective was to
se this exercise to explore their weekday relationships with the
utdoor environment better to understand, amongst other things,
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the likelihood that they might ever venture into the various vege-
tated public areas scattered around their offices. My  essay uses this
project to shape a broader discussion about ways of questioning the
links between the provision of urban green space and the promo-
tion of public health. It begins with how my study related to some
relevant previous work, then details two  findings and how they
were received, and ends with some broader thoughts regarding the
objectives of this special issue.

2. Researching green space experience

The evidence base suggesting that green space experience can
lead to various health benefits and forms of human restoration is
now sizeable. Studies show how being outdoors within such spaces
can play an important public health role since these environments
incline people towards certain physical activities (Ewing, 2005)
such that, for instance, many find themselves exercising for longer
there than they otherwise would (Pennebaker & Lightner, 1980).
Merely looking at vegetation appears to have a positive effect since
views of greenery seem to speed recovery within hospitals (Ulrich,
1983) and prisoners with cells facing internal courtyards use med-
s that prevent people from going into green space. Landscape Urban

ical facilities more than those overlooking fields further beyond
(Moore, 1981). Just seeing trees and grass from apartment win-
dows appears to help residents face the challenges of their lives
and thereby reduce their aggression levels (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001).
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ll this is perhaps unsurprising when field tests show how con-
emplating vegetation can reduce blood pressure (Van den Berg,
artig, & Staats, 2007) and improve both mood and self-esteem

Pretty, Peacock, Sellens, & Griffin, 2005). Wider publics seem to
now this too (Van den Berg et al., 2007). When office workers
ust go without windows, they often hang pictures that include

reenery (Bringslimark, Hartig, & Grindal Patil, 2011; Heerwagen
 Orians, 1986), thereby combating angry feelings they may  oth-
rwise harbour (Kweon, Ulrich, Walker, & Tassunary, 2008), and
any are clearly prepared to pay significantly more to live near

egetated environments (Martin, Warren, & Kinzig, 2004). Hartig,
ang, and Evan’s (1991) claim that, on reviewing the evidence as a
hole, green space experience appears good for people still seems

o stand.
In terms of the mechanism involved, one leading argument is

hat being near to vegetation provides an important form of psy-
hological respite (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, Kaplan, & Ryan,
998). Here the suggestion is that such experiences help people
echarge themselves mentally since contemplating the intricacies
f vegetation can beguile us in a manner that temporarily allows
s to transcend immediate worries and then return to our tasks
efreshed (Han, 2009; Kaplan, 1993). Others work with the assump-
ion of a fundamental connection between humans, plants and trees
uch that our shared history of co-existence inclines people to seek
ut the reassuring familiarity of the places in which we find these
rganisms (Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2006; Summit & Sommer, 1999).
inked to biophilia (Kellert & Wilson, 1993), understood as the
nnate attraction humans may  feel for natural processes, the belief
ere is that the desire for green space experience could be hard
ired into people in some quite basic terms. The task accordingly

ecomes one of helping them respond to these desires. Such think-
ng underpins the currently popular argument that governments
hould provide green spaces within certain distances from where
eople live (see Boone, Buckley, Grove, & Sister, 2009; Natural
ngland, 2010). The assumption here is that, if green spaces are
vailable nearby, we should logically expect to see people going to
hem.

This line of research is valuable because, once these benefits
ave been demonstrated, champions of urban green spaces are
uch better armed to fight for their continued provision. As such,

t is unsurprising to see these studies featuring more and more in
olicies hoping to realise the various public health benefits that
ould flow out of such spaces (Brown & Bell, 2007; Eden, 2009;
ark, O’Brien, Roe, Ward Thompson, & Mitchell, 2011). Part of
he reason why these arguments are so persuasive, however, is
ecause the studies involved often permit themselves to draw con-
lusions about a generic human response. In other words, they
eek to establish how people, frequently understood as a rela-
ively undifferentiated category, experience these environments.
his makes for persuasive advocacy because, when benefits appear
o be derived by everyone, it becomes much harder to argue against
acilitating them. Yet one downside to this style of research is that
t necessarily sidelines important cultural factors associated with
ow different groups have come to live and what this means for
hether they will really avail themselves of these benefits. Put

imply, though various forms of human restoration appear to come
rom green space experience, whether different groups are inclined
o submit to the processes that result in this restoration is another

atter entirely. Furthermore, because many studies have sought
o establish and evaluate these benefits in relatively general and
bstract terms, we still know comparatively little about the reasons
hy many of us may  be quite happy going without in the course of
Please cite this article in press as: Hitchings, R. Studying the preoccupation
Plan.  (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006

ur everyday lives. Indeed, and building on this suggestion, there
re various further ways in which commonplace modes of investi-
ating this topic may  impede a fuller appreciation of exactly these
easons:
 PRESS
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• A first relates to the statistical approach that continues to pre-
dominate in this field. This is entirely understandable given
the methodological background of many in environmental psy-
chology and public health research. Yet it is also true that the
statistical analysis of surveys can only ever provide a compara-
tively anaemic account of how everyday lives are lived and what
this means for whether greater amounts of green space experi-
ence could feasibly infiltrate them. Because larger sample sizes
are often prized, researchers have often had less time to linger
with any of the individuals involved. Meanwhile, a more subtle
sense of the pressures and preoccupations that characterise spe-
cific social groups could suggest positive interventions that may
be all the more effective for having taken the time to achieve this
sense.

• A second reason why  less is known about how the subtleties
of lived experience influence the likelihood that people will go
into green space relates to the prevalence of techniques centred
on visual preference and design. This focus is again understand-
able when audiences are often taken to be those in landscape
architecture who  may  be eager to provide the most attractive
and restorative scenes. Yet, by delimiting the discussion in this
way, we  blind ourselves to other aspects that could be just as
significant in dictating whether people will end up looking at
them. Parks and gardens may  be made as visually appealing as we
like but if, for other reasons entirely, people are not going there
our endeavours are rendered redundant. Green space researchers
might start instead with a more rounded sense of how particular
groups have come to live and what this tells us about whether
aspects of landscape design are indeed central to tempting them
into these spaces. Put simply, we might benefit from beginning
with the everyday lives of people, not the physical organisation
of their parks.

• A third characteristic obscuring a fuller appreciation of why cer-
tain groups might be uninterested in green space experience
relates to those who  rarely venture into public parks. Many field
studies of how people relate to urban green spaces observe those
found within them. This is again understandable in terms of
research pragmatics since doing so is easier than, for instance,
calling in at their homes. Yet the implication remains that any
resulting recommendations could merely be making these spaces
more attractive to an atypical group. Meanwhile, the feasibly very
different wishes and requirements of those who currently stay
away remain hidden from view. This is despite the fact that these
groups may  be exactly those we  should be targeting. Bluntly put,
policies derived from studies of those already found within urban
green spaces could be tinkering around the edge of some much
more profound aspects of social change with regard to how and
where wider populations spend their time – aspects to which
researchers are currently oblivious because of the methods they
have come to favour.

• A fourth also concerns the sampling choices of green space expe-
rience studies. Many involve students who are asked to respond
to particular stimuli or state how particular environments make
them feel. This is again understandable in terms of gaining effi-
cient access to large numbers of respondents. Furthermore, if we
believe ourselves to be evaluating processes that are shared by
everyone, individual respondent characteristics should logically
make little difference. There are studies of those who enjoy vari-
ous green space pursuits like anglers or walkers. Yet asking those
who  initially seem less keen on green space about the pressures
of their everyday lives could generate a more rounded apprecia-
tion of whether they too will respond to the positive green space
s that prevent people from going into green space. Landscape Urban

feelings such studies have usefully evaluated.

All these concerns are, of course, not mine alone. In recent edi-
tions of this journal, various contributors have argued for more

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006
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ulturally sensitive approaches to the experience of urban green
pace and the human restoration it potentially brings. For Ward
hompson (2011) we need to examine the ‘mechanisms’ through
hich people derive health benefits from landscape experience

nd how they vary for identified population segments (see also,
ark et al., 2011). Though Stamps has shown students to respond
o images of green space in similar ways to wider populations
1999), the details of how various mundane pressures may  dissuade
pecific groups from seeking out such scenes is another matter
ntirely. Grinde and Grindal Patil (2009) pursue the contention that,
hough green space benefits seem to exist, we  must stay mindful
f their ‘penetrance’ in the sense that various social and cultural
actors may  effectively over-ride them in ways that render people
nable to respond to the urge to derive these benefits. As Grahn
nd Stigsdotter (2010) suggest, if we really want to ensure green
paces continue to reduce stress amongst city populations, we need
o examine how people experience these spaces in more contex-
ually sensitive and less visual ways (see also Jorgensen, 2011 or
obster, 2011 on the latter point). In this sense, these scholars are
oving in the direction of cultural studies of park access which

uestion why some groups feel disinclined to enter these spaces
ecause they have been subtly coded as places where they do not
eally belong (Byrne & Wolch, 2009).

That this special issue is partly devoted to expanding the reper-
oire of techniques used to question the links between green space
nd health testifies to interest in these ideas. This may  therefore be
uite a timely point at which to experiment with the conceptual
nd practical building blocks from which we assemble our studies
f urban green space experience. This, at least, was  the contention
f a project in which I took a ‘transactional’ approach to these mat-
ers (Hartig, 1993) – one in which potentially innate responses to
reen space are examined alongside wider cultural imperatives that
ay  either impede or amplify them (see also Staats & Hartig, 2004;

taats, Van Gemerden, & Hartig, 2010).

. Good reasons for forgetting and avoiding urban green
pace

Arguments for grasping the nettle of investigating the cultural
ynamics that serve to keep societies out of their green spaces
ccasionally surface in this field. Bixler and Floyd (1997) believe
esearchers should consider how human environments are increas-
ngly engineered to meet specified levels of cleanliness and comfort
uch that outdoor green spaces can easily become places of dirt and
isgust more than relaxing restoration. Pergams and Zaradic (2006)
onnect declining national park visits to the popularity of distrac-
ions like computer games, through others suggest the opposite
ince green space may  provide a beneficial escape from otherwise
edia saturated homes (Worpole, 2000). Ward Thompson (2002)

inks these disinclinations to the stigma of lingering without pur-
ose in public spaces within societies whose members must be
een to be doing something. Others consider whether green spaces
ow feel like unpalatable places of risk such that many do not go to
hem because of a lingering sense of them being insufficiently safe
r sanitised (CABE, 2005; Skår, 2010).

There are clearly various intriguing mechanisms through which
he everyday sensibilities associated with modern societies might
e evolving in ways that make regular green space experience
nappealing and what is especially laudable about these arguments

s their willingness to think laterally about the factors involved.
fter all, as Herzog, Chen, and Primeau (2002) astutely observe, if
Please cite this article in press as: Hitchings, R. Studying the preoccupation
Plan.  (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006

any of us now under-appreciate the restorative effects of going
nto green space and prefer other preoccupations instead, the ques-
ion becomes much less about establishing the potential benefits
f these spaces and much more about ensuring people continue to
 PRESS
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pick them. This may  be especially so when recent studies suggest
modern lifestyles encourage us to under-estimate these benefits,
even though we still derive them when we  eventually go (Nisbet &
Zelenski, 2011).

Partly motivated by these suggestions, I recently embarked
upon a serial interview project that examined the possibility of
more green space experience infiltrating the working lives of
a group who were generally quite removed from these envi-
ronments. These were professional lawyers found in either the
traditional financial heart of London or the newer business com-
plex of Canary Wharf. Building on previous research considering
how office workers relate to nearby green space (Kaplan, 1993) and
novel arguments about how this sizeable group might be encour-
aged to take healthier and more restorative breaks (Hartig, 2006;
Taylor, 2005), I sought fresh suggestions about how this might be
done (for the most relevant material, see Hitchings, 2010a). I was
particularly interested in whether my  respondents would go into
green spaces more than whether they looked at them through win-
dows. It was also quite possible that weekends may have provided
my  respondents with valuable green space ‘inoculations’ (Hartig
et al., 1991) to get them through the daily grind. Yet I was also
most interested in the working week.

Through four long interviews at evenly spaced points over the
course of one year, I questioned the working routines of a diverse
sample of individuals from this group and whether they might be
punctuated by more outdoor experiences. The background sugges-
tion was  that, because this group was  generally busy, subject to
certain workplace expectations, and occupied office environments
that were generally kept at similar temperatures throughout the
year, its members might provide a revealing test case in under-
standing lives that could be rather disconnected from the outdoor
environment. According to their own reckoning, my  respondents
spent on average only around thirty minutes outside buildings per
day during the working week. What did all this mean for the like-
lihood that they might venture outside into areas of nearby green
space?

Such matters were not always easy to explore at the start. These
were busy people, after all, and the reasons why  they did, or did
not, spend more time in parks could initially prove difficult to
pause and evaluate when there were more pressing issues on their
minds. Staging open discussion about urban green space experi-
ence with those who infrequently go there may also be difficult
since this category of respondent may  naturally feel they have lit-
tle to say on the matter. This was  compounded by my  wish to
start with a more general appreciation of their routines in a way
that could easily have been taken to indicate a lack of research
focus. Yet these were problems I had to face because I wanted to
maximise on the promise of the serial approach in allowing the
researcher, through repeated cycles of coding and analysing inter-
view transcripts before returning with an increasingly pertinent set
of questions, to reveal which factors had most bearing on the mat-
ter at hand. Nevertheless, once rapport was established, and once
respondents were sufficiently persuaded of the merit of my  study
to devote their full attention, a collective examination of how they,
along with their professional peers, lived with their outdoor spaces
slowly became easier to stage. As the year passed, various aspects
of their lives were explored in our conversations, before evaluat-
ing how each impacted on questions that included whether they
might spend more time in outdoor green space and whether such
experiences were particularly hankered after in light of their other
preoccupations.

I will now outline two  findings as a means of exemplifying what
s that prevent people from going into green space. Landscape Urban

this approach can reveal. The first related to forgetting about the
very idea of spending time outside. In this respect, the study con-
cluded that advocates of regular green space experience overlook
the power of personal routine at their peril in so far as, for this group

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006
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t least, once indoor habits were established, they often proved
ifficult thereafter to shake. This was over and above the pressure
f deadlines and professional performance and much more about
ow they had assumed certain purposeful states during the work-

ng week that meant the idea of green space experience soon fell
ut of the frame. One important task might therefore be about find-
ng ways to help the very notion of going outside insinuate itself
nto the consciousness of this group. Otherwise, as one respondent
ellingly described it, even the large expanse of green space imme-
iately outside her office could soon be viewed as a restorative
esource for others only. She undoubtedly thought it important
o provide people with easy access to these spaces. Yet, on reflec-
ion and through our discussions together, she came to appreciate
ow the power of personal routine rendered her unlikely ever to
onsider benefitting from them herself.

The second related to the perceived pitfalls of submitting to the
rocesses involved in deriving restoration. Such restoration may
ery well be beneficial but, if people feel they should retain cer-
ain workplace dispositions, the processes leading up to it become
roblematic. For this reason, green spaces were sometimes deemed
laces that were best avoided in the course of the working day.
he idea here was that it was better not to avail yourself of any
uch respite because, after having spent time in the park, for exam-
le, it could prove difficult subsequently to heave yourself back

nto the more determined mind-set felt necessary to embody pro-
essionalism. As another respondent described it, she would never
pend lunchtimes outside in green space if she had a meeting after-
ards and this was about much more than dirty environments or

he potential arrival of sweat in summer. Rather the problem was
hat she would start to relax. Doing so would be pleasant but it
ould also undermine her sense of being an appropriately pur-
oseful lawyer and this, she worried, would make her less likely to

mpress her clients. More generally, it was often thought better to
ush through the day and then really relax on returning home.

. Policy suggestions and sampling suspicions

But what could be done with such findings and how were my
esults received? In terms of the former, on completing the project

 distributed a policy report detailing various responses that might
e made to this study (Hitchings, 2010b). With regard to more
estorative green space experience featuring in the daily lives of this
pecific group, a first suggestion was that planners might do better
o ensure spaces near their homes are well stocked with suitable
reenery, rather than focussing on those near the workplace when
hose spaces could easily be overlooked and there were anxieties
inked to the effects of encountering them. Taking a less fatalistic
tance on the promotion of daytime outdoor relaxation, a second
elated to helping these workers remember the existence of these
nvironments. Building on this suggestion, one body charged with
he management of city parks in London has since been developing

 mobile phone text service to remind such professionals when it
ight be particularly pleasurable or interesting to go into nearby

reen spaces because, for example, particular plants are flowering
r entertainment is provided. The thinking here is that otherwise
he idea of doing so is unlikely to arrive. By creatively working with
he grain of city worker lifestyles, their hope is that, once jolted out
f the usual routine, such workers may  soon think about going to
he park again.

So some relatively novel suggestions were made and there was,
t least some, interest in these results. However, and turning to
Please cite this article in press as: Hitchings, R. Studying the preoccupation
Plan.  (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006

he latter, it would be wrong to paint such a rosy picture of my
roject dissemination. It was not always so easy to persuade peo-
le of the value of the study. Reservations commonly related to
ample size. Though I had conducted and analysed over forty long
 PRESS
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interviews, and though I had encouraged my  respondents to reflect
on the wider workplace norms and expectations faced by those in
comparable city jobs and whether they were individually typical,
still some immediately dismissed the study because the sample was
felt to be too small. Though the approach logically requires picking
a group with whom to explore the topic, it proved easy for potential
critics to focus on the peculiarities associated with lawyers and how
they might be subject to specific opportunities and constraints. This
has some truth in it, of course, but a larger project adopting simi-
lar methods would have been costly and other office workers were
likely to have much in common with my  respondents in terms of
workplace routine.

So, whilst this style of research has the potential to distil fresh
suggestions about the most effective means of encouraging differ-
ent groups to avail themselves of the restorative benefits linked
to lingering amongst plants and trees, it can also be difficult to
convince wider audiences of its merit. This was even though these
suggestions could be especially effective at troubling such other-
wise indoor existences by virtue of being derived from a detailed
examination of how these existences are sustained and experi-
enced. As such, though the enthusiasm of some audiences was
encouraging, further researchers of this stripe should probably
prepare for their findings being both unfamiliar and unsettling to
others who continue to prize larger samples that seem more super-
ficially scientific or chime with more familiar renderings of research
rigour. One way around this, of course, would be to test out the
insights of such smaller studies in projects with much bigger sam-
ples. Another would be to recognise the advantages of qualitative
work in challenging commonplace ways of framing the question
and generating new ideas about the factors worth considering in
future policy. For the moment, however, it may  be worth remem-
bering that, despite calls for creativity in studies of green space
and health, many of those we  hope to influence may  remain hap-
pier with more established methods. There is more work to be
done in ensuring a full range of techniques are used to produce
the most sophisticated sense of how to facilitate restorative green
space experience.

5. Intervening in health

This special issue positions urban green space as having the
potential to make interventions which could feasibly lead to
improved public health. This strikes me  as a very promising way of
framing the process in the sense that green spaces, along with the
human benefits that potentially flow out of them, are positioned as
features that must make an effort. In other words, this characteri-
sation hints at how these spaces must do battle with wider cultural
trends in order to continue supplying these benefits. No longer are
they resources simply to be provided, safe in the assumption that
societies will then naturally drift into them. Instead we might pre-
fer to think about helping our green spaces tug at the sleeves of
everyday routines that otherwise carry people through life in ways
that render them relatively indifferent to the idea of spending time
within these spaces. In this sense, the challenge is potentially much
more about actively pulling people into areas of urban green space
than providing well designed parks and gardens and then hoping
for the best. The question then is how best to go about this.

As one way of responding, my  study sought to put some qual-
itative flesh on the bones of a ‘transactional’ mode (Hartig, 1993)
of researching the links between the benefits of urban green space,
the dynamics of everyday life, and the promotion of public health.
s that prevent people from going into green space. Landscape Urban

There is now sufficient evidence to be relatively confident about
the psychological restoration that can result from being in green
space. But how easy it is for identified groups to insert such experi-
ences into their everyday lives? Qualitative strategies, such as that

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.09.006
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escribed here, should be especially adept at answering this slightly
ifferent and less often asked question. It may  not always be easy to
ersuade our audiences of the value in this undertaking and there
ill be challenges associated with practical implementation. Nev-

rtheless my  view is it may  well be worth making more use of these
trategies to understand how various lives are now lived, focus-
ng on infrequent green space visitors as much as those who are
ften there, and thereby identifying recommendations which could
elate to landscape design, but which could also relate to other mat-
ers entirely. The point is to wait and see what a subtle appreciation
f the lifestyles involved tells us about the most effective means of
romoting green space experience.

Further work in this vein might focus on young people who
omehow find themselves playing inside on computers instead of
utside in parks, recreational runners who somehow find them-
elves inside on treadmills instead of outside on tracks, or other
ity dwellers who somehow find themselves catching up inside
hopping centres instead of outside on benches. My  more general
ontention, however, is that researchers interested in promoting
estoration through green space experience should not shy away
rom such developments because studying them may  require com-
aratively unfamiliar methods. This is because, as I have hopefully
xemplified in this essay, various mundane preoccupations can
ake it quite easy to forget about the idea of going into green space

ven though the people involved may  be otherwise well aware of
he restorative benefits that often follow.
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